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PREFACE

This document is intended as a guide or primer for less experienced workers or for managers who
require an overview, briefy describing the various investigation methods which may be applied

in order to arrive at an understanding of an aquifer system and the resource contained therein.
Technical terms have been kept to a minimum. Those which are considered less well known

to non-specialists are printed boldly where they frrst appezr and explanations are given in a glossary

in section 12 of the document.
Similarly, in order to improve readability, references are not noted in the text but are grouped

in themes in section L0 and in a bibliography as section 13.
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Valuable comment on earlier drafts of this document were given by Mike Broadbent, Steve Everitt,
Andrew Fenemor, Ross Neville and John Talbot.

Various frgures are used by permission:

Figure 1: A M Bisley and Co.
Figure 4: Ian Mayhew and Grant Caldwell
Figure 12: Auckland Regional Authority
Figure 19: Hawke's Bay Regional Water Board
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of scientific and technical methods are available for ground water resource assessment

but not all of them will be used on any one investigation. While there is no simple step by step
procedure to be followed in working through an investigation programme, there is a general logical
progression through three phases, viz:

Determining the system geometry in three dimensions,
Determining the inputs and outputs of water,
Determining the dynamic characteristics of the aquifer.
In addition, there is usually an associated study of the water quality, and ultimately, when a

ground water system is under development, there is a management need for a system of. data storage,
manipulation and retrieval.

Normally, investigation and development of a ground weter system proceed at the same time.
An essential component of an investigation is drilling, but this is such an expense that it cannot
be done on a large scale merely as an investigative tool; wells must be drilled for some other productive
purpose which justifres the cost. Information from privately owned production wells must therefore
be gathered carefully and analysed together with data from the few wells which can be justified
purely for investigative purposes. For this reason it is often difficult to keep the level of understanding
of the system ahead of the demand for information from those who wish to either utilise the resource
or to manage it.
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Chapter 2

GEOMETRY OF THE SYSTEM

2.1 GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION

Assuming that the most likeþ water bearing formation has been tentativeþ identiÊed, the investigation

will focus on this but the lithology both above and below must also be examined carefully if an

adequate understanding of aquifer behaviour is to be gained. Further, there is the possibility th-at

addiiional aquifers -ry b. identifred by deeper drilling. Similarþ, the horizontal extent of the aquifer

must be determined.
The nature of the strata both above and below the aquifer is of importance because they may

be aquitards, i.e., not wholly impermeable and may therefore be a source of recharge when pumping

,educ., pressures in the aquifer. Infow of this nature is of concern not only because of the volume

of wateiwhich may ,..haig., but also because of the quality, for instance, leakage from underlying

saline or overlying iron rich aquifer waters.
Other strata do not allow waie. to move through them (although they may contain water) under

typical hydraulic gradients. These are called aquicludes'- 
The laieral extent of the aquifer system must be known to allow deductions to be made about

points of entry and exit of wãtet from the system and hence directions of fow. The presence of
geological faults traversing an aquifer system is particularly important as these cen exert a major

infuence on fow patterns.
This srage of the investigation requires the particular skills of a hydrogeologist.

2.1.1 Surface geological investigation
The fust step in any ground water investigation is to gather together existing geological information.

General informatión may exist in the form of maps and bulletins published by the New Zealand

Geological Survey, and in unpublished theses lodged with university libraries. All of New Zealand

is geoñglcaly mapped at 1:250,000, with some areas 
^tlarger 

scales. There are also soil and topographic

-ãpt to complement the geological information. The Lands and Survey Department hold

.oÅpr.h..rrive s.t, of aerial photogtaphs. These contain information as to land forms, soils, land

use,ìegetation and ðrainagi patterns, any of which may assist interpretation of l ground water

flow syit.-. In hard rock areas particularly, aerial photographic interpretation of fault treces may

give valulable clues to drilling sites.

Information on maps and photographs is useful as a starting point in ground water assessment,

but is invariably too small scale anã generalised to be completely satisfactory. The examination of
rhese document; is an ofËce exercise which must be supplemented by field study to check the published

data andto focus on those features which have particular signifrcance in ground water studies, i'e.,

alluvial deposits, fault traces, springs and rock outcrop areas.

2.1.2 Subsurface geological investigation

Unless the aquifer is unconÊned and very shallow, it will be necessary to understand the subsurface

environment since this dominates the flow pattern. However, it is not sufficient to unclerstand the

aquifer in isolation, because the over- and underlying materials may have marked effects on aquifer

recharge and response to pumping.
The prime ,oor.., of geologlcal information are well logs (Figure 1), which are most likely to

be held by the regional water board but may also be found with the New Zealanð Geological Survey,

local drilling companies or Government agencies such as Ministry of Works and Development_or

Mines Diviiion oi th. Ministry of Energy. Naturally, if the available logs are from water wells,
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A.M. BiSLEY & CO. LTD.

WELL DRILLING DIVISION

HAMILTON and CHRISTCHURCH

WELL LOG lorhMayleTB

NÀME: PAPARUA COUNTY CoUNCIL

LOCÀTION. PREBBLEToN DoMÀIN

DIA. OF W'ELL: 200 MM STATIC 9\]ATER LEVEL: + 1.40m

CASING: 95-80m SHOE: 1

TOTAL DEPTH: 98.87m DRILLED TO 100m

SCREEN: 200mm Johnson ST-ST 100 sJ-ot length 3-09m

LEADER: 0.62rn 175 rnm Black PiPe

PACKERz -
PUMPING TEST: L1-2 LlSec (230 ga]./uín)

SPECIFIC CAPACITY: 1.35 LlsEc/vt
Draw Dor¿n 12.7m

DRILLER: B LAGENDYK

LITHOLOGY

0 - 0.5 Surface Soil 59 - 64 Brown gravel and fine
0.5 - 3.05 Yellow Clay sand
3.05 - 6-30 Grey Brown Gravef & Sand 64 - 7L Brown gravel, fine sand
6.30 - 6.60 Black stained gravels and some clay

Fine sand 7L - 7L.3 Yellow clay
6.60 - 14.50 Grey Brown Gravel & fine 7L.3 - 72-4 Sandy Brown Gravel sorne

sand clay
14.50 - 16-20 Tight grey-brown gravel 72.4 - 75 Brown gravel & fine sand

and fine sand 75 - 76.9 Sandy brown gravel
L6.2O - 19 Grey brown gravel and fine 76.9 - 85.9 Firm blue clay

sand 85.9 - 88.9 Fi¡m BIue clay lenses
19 - 26.6 Sandy brown gravel of sandy blue clay
26.6 - 2A.2 Brown gravel and fine sand 88.9 - 89.5 Firm yellow clay
28.2 - 32-9 Sandy brown gravel 89.5 - 91.2 Hard Yellow Clay E

32.9 - 33 Yel1ow CIay gravel
33 - 36.9 Sandy Brown Gravel 9I.2 - 93.3 Brown Gravel Sand
36.9 - Lens of Yellow Clay some clay
36.9 - 37.4 Blue Clay & Peat 93.3 - 94 Black Stained GraveL
31 -q - 40 Firm Blue Clay 94 - 99.5 Brown Gravel Medium to
40 - 48-5 Brown Gravel Sands some fine sand.

yellow clay 99'5 - 100 Sandy brown graveJ.
4S.5 - 53.7 Sandy Brown Gravel
53 .7 - 54 .9 Hard Yellow Clay
54.9 - 59 Brown GraveL fine sand sone

clay

Figure 1: Well Log.
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they will contain data mostly about the aquifer itself and secondly about the overlying material.
There are seldom any data relating to the underlying rock, deeper water bearing layers or even

the lower levels of the main aquifer. This is understandable since the driller is usually looking for
water, not information, and will only drill to the depth at which an adequate supply is found.
Therefore, it is inevitable that additional drilling will be necessary to frll in gaps in geological and
hydraulic knowledge, and this is always the major cost in a ground water investigation programme.

The geological logs obtained from existing and new wells can be used to prepare stratigraphic
cross sections, fence diagrams (Figure 2), maps of aquifer thickness, etc. 'Water 

level readings are

used to map the piezometric surface (Figure 3) from which fow direction can be inferred. Separate

maps may be necessary for each aquifer where they are both unconfined and confined within
a single system. Similarly, water quality information derived from many wells can give a three
dimensional picture of the hydrochemical environment which may also assist in defrning fow paths,
inferring sources of pollution and typing water for potential uses.

2.2 GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION
Although drilling is very expensive, it does provide direct information at a point. By contrast,
geophysical methods are cheap and can cover large areas, but provide only qualitative, indirect
information about geohydrological parameters. Therefore, geophysical methods are used frrstly in
reconnaissance work to locate drilling targets and secondly to help in the extrapolation of available
bore hole data away from the drill site.

While methods serve to reduce the amount of drilling required to defrne aquifer geometry, they
are supplementary to drilling and not a substitute.

2.2.1 A,enal methods

Gravity and magnetic methods can be done either from the air or at ground level. The aerial survey
is particularly valuable when relatively low cost, low precision methods of assessing the structure
of large areas are appropriate.

The gravity method determines the horizontal variation of density, such as is often found with
major geological unconformities, e.g., faults, intrusive rocks or volcanic materials. Magnetic surveys
detect changes in the magnetisation of rocks and these are most common in volcanic or metamorphosed
volcanic rocks (Figure 4).

2.2.2 Surface methods

When used at ground level the gravity and magnetic methods provide greeter detail on a smaller
scale, i.e., both areal extent and depth of major magnetic and gravity anomalies can often be determined.

Ground probing radar has recently (1985) been tried in New Zealand on ground water investigations,
but does not appear capable of providing information at depths greater than a few metres.

The two regional geophysical methods which are most commonly used in New Zealand are seismic
and electrical/electromagnetic.

Seismic surveys can be of either the refection or refraction type. The method is based upon a

knowledge of the laws governing movement of elastic waves through a homogeneous isotropic
material. While natural rocks probably never tt this defrnition, the approximation is sufficiently
close for useful information to be gained. Elastic wâve energy is imparted to the ground in various
ways. For shallow surveys (<20 m) the energy can be created by a hammer blow or dropping
a heavy weight on to a steel plate. For investigation to greeter depths, explosive charges set in
shot holes are used. The greater the depth the heavier the charges.

In seismic refection work the wave bounces off horizontal or near horizontal boundaries where
there is a signifrcant change of density or elasticity of the rock. The time taken for the wave to
travel from the shot point to the refector and return to the geophone is a measure of the depth
to the boundary. The method is usually used for depths greater than 50 m, although shallower
depths are possible. Accuracy of depth prediction is to within a few per cenr,

Seismic refraction surveys detect boundaries where the elastic wave velocity is greater than that
in any overlying rocks. The method is particularly useful for detecting the depth of water table
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Figure 2: Fence diagram of the He¡etaunga Plains unconfrned aquifer
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in unconfined aquifers and boundaries between unconsolidated and consolidated rocks. It will not
function where high velocity layers overly low velocity layers. This can be signifrcant in ground
water studies where aquifers of high porosity (low density/velocity) are overlain by a denser (high
velocity) confrning layer. Depths of investigation can vary from a metre or two down to several

hundred metres, with an àcctrr^cy of 5-707. (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Schematic ray-path diagram for elastic waves generated at source S and detected at geophones G.
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A variety of electrical and electromagnetic methods are available for defining structures within
the ground. Those most common in ground water investigations make use of the variability of
electrical conductivity in the ground. The conductivity of rocks is very much affected by clay mineral
content, degree of saturation and the chemical composition of the pore water.

The electrical method most used in New Zealanð ground water studies, d.c. resistivity, is suitable
for detecting water tables in unconsolidated materials, estimating depth of alluvium overlying bed
rock, discriminating between clean and clay bound gravels, defining zones of chemical contamination
or saline water and locating boundaries at which major changes of porosity occu.

A pair of electrodes (A,B) is used to pass a current through the ground, and a second co-linear
pair (M,N) detects the voltage drop over a standard distance between the current electrodes (Figure 6).
The array of four electrodes is expanded in a series of standard increments which causes progressively
deeper penetration ofcurrent into the ground. The different electrical properties ofrock layers beneath
the electrodes ceuse changes in the appârent resistivity measured at the surface, and these can be

interpreted in terms of layer thicknesses and true resistivities.

or\
?z

\\--r

----\
\-

\ 
--//---\\

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of Schlumberger resistivity arrays (1 and 2) showing electrodes positioned for two readings.

The resolution of the method, as with other geophysical methods, declines with depth of probing.
Results mey et times be ambiguous because more than one stratigraphy can be equivalent in terms
of resistivity.

A variation of the resistivity technique is the traverse in which e fxed electrode spacing is used.

The array is moved from station to station cross country, mapping to an approximately equal depth
buried alluvial channels, faultlines or locating likely drilling targets (Figure 7).

2.2.3 Subsurface methods

These are techniques in which a sensing device is lowered into a borehole to log some characteristic
of the rock, such as electrical resistance or natural radioactivity, which can then be interpreted in
terms of the geological formations and the fluid contained in them. These techniques are collectively
known as "downhole logging". No single log will provide unambiguous information about lithology
and it is normal to run a suite of different sensors. The logs are then correlated to resolve ambiguities.
For instance the thick sand layers shown in the geology log (Figure 8) are detectable because of
high resistance and lower natural gamma signals. Modern combination tools enable several logs

to be obtained simultaneously.
The various types of sensors which have been used in New Zealand ground water investigations

to date are:

Electric logs, e.g., spontaneous potential
single point resistance

Nuclear logs, e.g., natural gamma
gamma-gamma
neutron
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Figure 7: Resistivity contour map of the Galatea Basin. High resistivity is considered more favourable for wate¡
well drilling. Units are ohm-metres.

Electric log sensors can only be used in fluid filled, uncased bores es the fuid is necessary to
provide electrical continuity, and casing conversely isolates the sensor from the rock, making these

tools inoperable. Electric logs distinguish between highly resistive materials (i.e., sands which may
be water bearing) from less resistive materials such as clays.

Nuclear sensors will function in fuid frlled or dry holes, cased or uncased. The presence or absence

of casing or fuid does, however, alter signal strength, and affects ease of interpretation. With nuclear
sensors it is difficult to distinguish cavities or caving behind the casing from actual changes of lithology.

Gamma logging is the most commonly used nuclear technique. Gamma radiation is emitted naturaþ
in minute quantities by all rocks, and during the weathering process the radioactive isotopes of
potassium, uranium and thorium tend to bind to clay particles. The gamma ray sensor therefore
distinguishes between clay rich and clay poor materials and also between parent materials of differing
activity. A low count may indicate a potentiel aquifer.

In gamma-gamma logging an artifrcial gamma source emits into the rock rays which are back
scattered and detected. The number detected is inversely proportional to the density of the material.
Density may be correlated with rock type and also with porosity, i.e., with water holding
characteristics.

Similarly, in neut¡on logging there is e neutron emitting source and a detector built into the
sensor. Neutrons are slowed by reaction with the hydrogen in wate¡ molecules, after which they
can be detected. Thus the log is a recÒrd of the water content of the rock and, where the rock
is saturated, of porosity. This again is another clue to possible water bearing materials.

9
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Figure 8: Downhole logs of the Torehape bore, Hauraki Plains.

The caliper meesures borehole diameter. Large changes of diameter give useful information about

fracture zones, and small changes indicate varying hardness and give clues about rock type. The

caliper log is also essential for the interpretation of other logs as changes of hole diameter would
otherwise be misinterpreted as density or porosity effects.

Flow logs in uncased holes detect zones of 'u/ater infow and outflow, adding to the understanding

of the geological structure and pressure distribution.
The velocity of sound in rock is affected by changes in porosity, density and fractures. Sonic

sensors therefore locate these features. They will operete through casing and aid the interpretation

of nuclear logs.

Clearly, temperature logs are important in geothermal ground water systems, but they also have

application in cold water aquifers. Horizontal fow in aquifers creates an anomaly in the natural

giãthermal vertical gradient which can be fairly easily measured, thus distinguishing between aquifers

and aquitards.

NATLRAL GAMMA

RES NCREASI¡G

10
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Chapter 3

DRILLING PROGRAMME

Once available borehole information has been collected and analysed, and possibly surface geophysical
methods have been used to give some indication of subsurface structures, a drilling programme
can be planned to fill the information gaps.

- Because of the high cost of drilling, it is imperative that maximum use be made of every existing
borelog and that new holes be logged to a high standard. At the very practical level it is importani
to establish good rapport with local drillers in order to ensure that tÉey forward all new logs to
the regional water board for achiving, and to let them know what standard of log is necessary.

The standard of well logging by drillers is very uneven. They are paid to produce warer, not
information, and hence logs are often a very secondary considemiiott. 'Wh"n d.ill.r, are contracted
to drill for data gathering purposes as distinct from water production, a casual attitude to logging
often persists. Thus, to avoid disappointment and the waste of time and money it is most i-pãttr"ì
t_hat 

1 clear specification is prepared and close supervision by a hydrogeologist be provided. It is
desirable to have a geologist stationed on site, but if this is not prac;icable the.e must be daily
contact between driller and contract supervisor.

Test holes provide an opportunity for:

- sampling and logging geological materials

- sampling water for quality (see Section 7)

- geophysical logging (see Section 2.2.3)

- measuring standing water level

- aquifer testing (see Section 5.2)
In designing a test hole careful consideration should be given to the possible long term use. Will

it be needed for long term water level monitoring? 'Will it be used ai an observation well for an
aquifer test? A pumped well in an aquifer test? Sampling warer quality? Could invesrigation costs
b-e recovered by selling it off as a production well? ihe ,rr-.., io thlre questions will determine
the hole diameter, casing type and thickness and govern screen selection.

Location of the well will not only be determined by gaps in existing knowledge but by access
to private land, availability of power, drainage during pumping, etc.

3.1 WELL DRILLING SPECIFICATION
A_ clearly_ written specification is essential for investigation drilling. Many, perhaps most, wells in
New Zealand are drilled on the basis of verbal agreements only and the client ii interãsted in obtaining
water. The log which the driller usually supplies is a customary thing and since the driller is awarã
that the client is seldom capable of taking a critical interest, there may be little incenrive to produce
a careful log. It is worth reiterating that drilling for information requires a very different menral
approach by the driller than does drilling for water. It cannot be assumád that the driller, accustomed
to drilling for water, will make this mental switch without a clear set of insrructions ro follow
(the specifrcation) and regular supervision. In fact, considering the expense of drilling it is cost effective
to have a geologist or technician on the drilling site full time.

- A specifrcation will, to some extent, be written to suit the method of drilling available since,
for instance, different techniques of sampling and testing may be require
drillers at this point may be fruitful to see if they can -."ith. iequiremenrs
will have to be used, or the specification modiÊed to the capabilities of the lo
discussion also serves to impress on the driller the seriouslntent of the client to take a close interest
in proceedings and may help to ensure a satisfactory result.

t1
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When drilling an investigation hole there is usu

and therefore thought must be directed towards g

will be incomplete, e.g., core samples, and some

but everything should be recorded, as a possible a

be discarded without careful scrutiny.
The following data requirements should be written into a water well speciflcation.

3.1.1 Well drilling Progress

This may be in metres per hour or minutes per metre for rotary drilling. For a percussion rig it

could be blows per metà. It is accepted that ihese values will be very approximate and differ from

rig to rig ,nd op.rrtor to opelator. Nevertheless, for a pa-rticular hole, provided the oper-ator-is

fo.-ilo*ing a cons^istent pro..ãrr.., the data gives an ideaìf-relative hardness which may then be

related tã the logged r"r.rpl.r. General subjeitive comment from the driller on rig behaviour, i'e',

drill bit chatter,"Iig boor.., should not be scorned, as it may add to the overall interpretation'

3.1.2 Sampling

Samples of rock shoul preferably by coring in consolidated.materials or by

split spoon in unconso s. Otherwise cuttings should bebailed from the holes

oì *rih.d and sieved taken as close to the well head as possible' Careful

labelling as to t be specifred, and samples must be stored so that

natural"feature stency' etc, are preserved' Sealable plastic bags or

wrappers for c boxes for storage and display, and the convention

for iaying out icn should be described'

Th. ,rãc.rr"ry sample size from rock cuttings or from rtnconsolidated materials to ensure a

representativ. ,á-p1" ïil d.p"nd on maximum particle size. For frne materials, L-2 kg is adequate

*h"r.., 5-10 kg may be necessary for coarse gravels.

3.1.3 Drilling fuid
The driller should be instructed ro note and record the behaviour of the drilling fuid. Zones where

fluid is lost or gained must be recorded, along with changes in fuid colour or consistency. Where

water is the driling fuid or the air rotary -".th rd is useá, water levels should be recorded before

work begins, at the end of each day and at signifrcant pauses in the drilling' Changes in static water

level as ti. bor. deepens give impártant clues to the interconnection or separation of water bearing

layers and directions of vertical leakage.

3.1.4 Water quality

The frequency and merhod of taking water samples should be specifred. A sample should be taken

from each water bearing layer, as water quality

This may mean flushing out mud in the well
provide valuable information about the origin a

ior which it is suited. Laboratory advice should be

and precautions in handling samples in order

or .hr.tg. of the chemical constituents' Bottl

3.1.5 Vater yield

Every prospective w
practicable to do a

information on the

water level is disturbed by either pouring in or

at which the water level returns to equilibrium

the aquifer at the bottom of the casing, and h

maintain bore stability, it would be necessary to s

the well for testing. This is a much more co

T2
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Nevertheless, where dril1 cuttings indicate the likelihood of a water bearing layer it should be done.
Because these testing operations slow the progress of the driller, they are usually paid for as a separete
item in a contract and hence must be clearly specifred.

3.1.6 Archiving data

When the bore has been completed and tested, the geological log, geophysical logs, water quality
information, construction details and pumping test results should be passed to the regional water
board. They have the responsibility to maintain an archive of well logs within their area ofjurisdiction.
This should be done even if the bore was only temporary or proved to be without economic quantities
of water.
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Chapter 4

AQUIFER \X/ATER BUDGET

It is not usually possible to measure or estimate all the inputs to and outputs from an aquifer system

so that a water balance can be computed. For instance, seepage across a coastline or input from

deep geothermal sources are virtually impossible to measure. It is, nevertheless, important to obtain

information on âs many components as possible in order to guage the magnitude of the resource

and the degree to which it is being used.

To maintain ground water resources indefrnitely, average annual discharge should not exceed average

annual recharge. Recharge may vary markedly from year to year, as indeed will yield, depending

on seasonal weather variations. The practical sustained yield will be determined partly by the location

of abstraction wells, e.g., more water can be taken in total from a series of small, spaced wells

than from a single large well because the latter may produce excessive drawdown. Again, large

wells close to a coast may induce inflow of saline water, whereas the same wells further inland

could be pumped without concern.

To complicate matters further, as ground water development lowers water tables extra recharge

may be inãuced from rivers or by reduction in evapotranspiration from water tables formerly

close to the surface. Urbanisation may reduce recharge by creating impermeable surfaces'

Storage in aquifers usually exceeds by many times the average annual recharge and can therefore

be drawn on in the short term to tide the aquifer over a dry summer. In the longer term, however,

such behaviour must lead to a lowering of the water table which is effectively mining the resource.

In New Zealand such activity would probably be deemed unacceptable, but in other parts of the

world, such as the Great Artesian Basin of Australia and mid-western USA, the volumes stored

are huge, the recharge rates are relatively minute and the economic value of the water is so high

that long term depletion is acceptable.

4.1 WATER INPUTS

Geological information will often indicate where recharge to the aquifer occurs. Unconfrned aquifers

may be recharged by infrltration from rainfall, percolation of excess irrigation water or from rivers

crossing the aquifer. Confrned aquifers receive recharge from a horizontal rather than a vertical

direction. The actual point of entry of water into the ground may be many kilometres away, where

the aquifer outcrops at the surface or where the confining beds peter out.
Inputs vary markedly from season to season and year to year. Typically, there is little recharge

during the summer months when rainfall may be a little lower and evapotranspiration much higher.
'Water table annual high values are usually in the spring, after the winter recharge, and lows occur

in the autumn. Because of this variability, estimating mean annual recharge requires the analysis

of many years of record of rainfall and perhaps river flows and piezometric levels where these exist.

It is desirable to estimate net recharge al an early stage of an investigation, as this figure is an

upper bound to the amount which can be withdrawn in the long term. Therefore it can be used

as a guideline for initial water management while more detailed investigation proceeds.

4.1.1 Unconfined aquifers

Assessing rainfall recharge to an unconfrned aquifer requires knowledge of daily rainfall,

evapotranspiration, and also soil moisture holding characteristics. An empirical relationship between

actual evapotranspiration, potential evapotranspiration and soil moisture level is assumed (Figure 9).

This is incorporated into a soil moisture budgeting model and drainage from the base of the
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Figure 9: The empirical relationship between AET, PET and soil moisrure.

soil profrle_is computed. In theory drainage will only occur when the soil profrle has become fully
saturated, but it is believed that in fact rccharge happens via root holes anã shrinkage cracks, etc,
even when the soil is not fully wet. Furthermore, it is known that drainag. o..rrru from the base
of a soil profrle even when the upper layer is losing water by evapotranspiralion. Thus the estimate
of recharge by this method is thought to err on the low side.

4.1.2 River recharge

Where rivers interac, ytjh unconfined aquifers the fow may be into or out of the aquifer, depending
on the relative head difference. The inflow or outfow can be measured by stream g",tging .t 

"time of_steady (usuallylow) _fow. Near simultaneous gaugings are done at different plr..r-rlong
the reach of interest and the fow diffcrence noted is the recharge to or discharge from the aquiferl
,t very high standard of flow gauging is required, since the result sought is ìhe small diffËrence

þ.,Y.-.," much larger numbers. At the same time as gaugings are being done, piezometric levels
should be read in riparian wells to establish a relationship between recharge, river level and aquifer level.

4.1.3 Confrned aquifers

Where the aquifer is confrned, the assessment of recharge becomes more difficult. Recharge may
occur where the aquifer outcrops many kilometres away on a dissected upland area whereiainfail

runs off. The partitioning of infrltration and runoff
ifer or outcrop area feeds a vertical stack of aqu
the total input, but very difrcult ro proporrio

me cases where pressure differences exist between adjacent aquifers separated
by an aquitard, inter-aquifer leakage will occur naturally, which constitutes a form of ...hrrg..

4.1.4 Induced recharge

It is possible that as development of a ground water resource occurs and water table or piezometric
pressures drop, additional recharge may be induced, e.g., from rivers or by leakage from adjacent
aquifers. Conversely, discharge may be reduced from springs or by reduced evapotranspiration from
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e near surface unconfrned aquifer. This should not be considered for an initial assessment of a ground

water yield as it is difrcult io quantify and an initial assessment should err on the conservative side.

It is not possible to take from an aquifer the full amount of recharge without some adverse effects,

such as lo.ally reduced water table, reduced flows in streams or salt water intrusion (in coastal aquifers).

4.2 WATER OUTPUTS

Outputs from a ground water system may be via springs, into surface channels, lakes, the sea,

by pumping or by evapotranspiration. Natural outfows tend to be much more steady than infows
b..""r.ìh. buffer effect ofaquifer storage causes e slow response ofan aquifer to surface hydrological

events.

4.2.1 Springs and seepage

Provided that spring fl.ows converge into a channel, measurement is straightforward.

In fowing ati.rian systems wells should be checked for uncontrolled or leakage losses at the well

head.
Bed seepage into streams is estimated as for aquifer recharge, i.e., by near simultaneous gaugings

at low, steady flows. Discharges into lakes or the sea are exceedingly difficult to meâsure, as leakage

may be diffuse, and even if localised submarine springs do exist, flows cannot be readily quantifred.

HÁnzever, if the aquifer cross section at the coastline can be established, throughfow can be computed

using hydraulic conductivity, gradients and Darcey's Law.

4.2.2 Purnpage

Output by pumping for industrial or municipal use is usually monitored by users and records can

be readily obtained.
Pumping for irrigation varies seasonally and is difficult to estimate unless a good proportion of

the wells used for ãach type of irrigation and crop type have meters fltted. Water rights do not

give a good measure because users apply to take as much as they need for peak periods. The average

ãu., "i.rron, 
and the use in a wet summer is far less. Some Power Boards give preferential tariffs

to irrigators and hence energy consumption is separately metered. In this case, if apumpage/power

consumption correlation is established for each pump, water use can be reliably calculated. Such

corr.lati,on, are established by inserting flow meters into the irrigation systems for short periods.

A slight difficulty may arise, however, if a detailed water use record is needed because power meters

are usually read only bimonthly. In this case, experience has shown that it is not reasonable to

expect a farmer to keep records or a diary. Good data must be collected personally.

4.2.3 Ev apotranspiration
'Where the water table is within a metre or two of the surface there can be signitcant losses by

evaporation from swamps and lakes, or by evapotranspiration. Lake evaporative losses are computed

from pan evaporation data adjusted for open water conditions. Actual evapotranspiration in a zone

*h.re soil is normally moist can be assumed to be equal to potential evaPotranspiration, derived

from evaporation pan data by using an appropriate reduction factor.
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Chapter 5

AQUIFER HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS

The ultimate intention of a ground water investigation is to predict the hydraulic response of an
aquifer to development activities, i.e., what are the consequences of withdrawing a given volume
of water from a specifred area, over a particular period of time? Will the aquifer recover during
the winter from irrigation withdrawals? How much additional water can be taken without inducing
saline intrusion? To succeed in this intention it is not only necessary to have a good knowledge
of the hydrogeology and inputs and outputs, but also of what is going on within the aquifer,
i.e., the flow paths and speed, seasonal water level fuctuations, local drawdowns due to pumping, etc.

The additional information which is necessary relates to piezometric pressures in the aquifer and
ability of the aquifer to store and transmit water. Transmissivity and storativity must be measured
or estimated.

5.1 FLO\X/ DIRECTIONS AND VELOCITY
Regional fow directions are normally determined by a piezometric survey. 'Wells must first be
located and well heads levelled in to a datum, usually mean sea level. Depth to water in a network
of wells is measured as near simultaneously as possible and the reduced level of the water in each
well is calculated. From this set of spot levels a contour map is drawn and fow directions are
perpendicular to the contours by defrnition. This may not be as easy as it sounds because access
into production wells for measuring probes may be hampered by lack of plugs in cover plates, riser
mains or pump cabling. Furthermore, wells are never ideally spaced to enable good contours to
be drawn. Nevertheless, the attempt must be made with whatever wells are available.

_A series of points of known fow direction can be joined into a flow line and the resulting mesh
of piezometric contours and fow lines is termed a flow net (Figure 10). The flow ner is used to
deduce water sources and sinks. It also indicates areas which are transmitting more water because
there the flow lines are more closely spaced.

On a local scale, fow direction and velocity can be determined by injecting tracers into the ground
'water and attempting to dctcct thcm at wells downsiream. The fluorescent dye rhodar¡rine-\ñ/T
has been found to be excellent as a tracer but there are several others. In shallow (< 10 m to water
table) unconfined aquifers it is sometimes possible to achieve the same objective by injecting salt
water (several thousand litres) and tracking it from the surface by earth resistivity measurements.
This technique is particularly useful in pollution studies or in evaluating proposed waste disposal
sites for possible effects of leachate on ground weter.

Tracer tests are not usually simple and are justifrable only for specialised studies.

5.2 TRANSMISSIVITY
The transmissivity of an aquifer is, as the name implies, the characteristic which describes the ability
to transmit water.

Knowledge of transmissivity can be used to compute the discharge-drawdown characteristics of
a well, size of drawdown cone, etc. When nurnerous transmissivity values have been obtained the
aquifer may be characterised and the values used in numerical modelling of the system. Transmissivity
is measured by test pumping the aquifer and noting the drawdown in either the pumped well or
nearby wells. The theory describing flow of ground water to a pumped well is based on several
assumptions of idealised aquifer properties which are probabþ never realised in the freld. The measured
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Figure 10: Flow net of Heretaunga Plains ground water flow showing experimental sites and Hastings city wells.
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transmissivities are therefore never highly accurate and should be treated with caution unless the

geometry of the well-aquifer system, the conditions of the test, and the method of analysis are

known to be appropriate. Details of test procedures and methods of analysis are contained in many

standard texts (see bibliography).
Transmissivity is the product of aquifer saturated thickness and hydraulic conductivity (Figure 11).

One practical point which is not sufrciently emphasised is the desirability of monitoring exisiting
bores in the area before, during and after the aquifer test. This may yield useful information to
aid analysis, but is also important as a public relations gesture and may be very helpful in reducing

the number of objectors when applying for a water right.
The classical aquifer test requires observation wells in addition to the pumped well. While this

does provide better information it is often not practicable because wells have to be drilled specially.

Satisfactory transmissivity values can be obtained from tests using the pumped well only, in the
"step drawdown" or "multi rate" test. This is a much more practical test which can be performed

on any well, new or existing, and should be done routinely. This test is of value not only for
measuring transmissivity but also because it determines well efficiency. This provides a check on

the adequacy of well design and construction and also a benchmark against which future deterioration

of performance can be noted as a warning of impending trouble.

Transmj-ssivity (T) is defined as
the rate (A) at which water is
transmitted through unit width
of aquifer under unit hydraulic
gradient. It is the product of
aquif er th j-ckness (d ) and
hydraulic conductivity (K). r-

Piez ometric
gradient

O=
A=
o=
i=

O=

KiÃ ( Darcy )

d. 1 ( unit width )

Kid

1 (unit gradient)
Kd

= T (transmissivity)

Thus T = Kd

L9

aquiclude

aquifer

aquiclude

Figure 11: Definition sketch of transmissivity
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5.3 STORATIVITY
The ability to store water within an aquifer differs greatly between unconfrned and confrned aquifers.
By defrnition, unconfrned aquifers have a free water table and the material above the water table

being unsaturated can store and release considerable volumes of additional water in the pores. This
coulã be up to 35% of the bulk volume of the material for coarse sands and rather leis for both
coarser and frner materials. An equivalent term used for unconfined aquifers is "specifrc yield"
which is equal-to the drainable pãrosity.

By contrast, a contned aquifer is fully saturated, all the pores are filled and the only mechanism
for changing the amount of stored water is by elastic volume changes of water and aquifer material
which occur when piezometric pressures alter. These elastic changes are vely small and hence storativity
of contned aquifers is low, probably no greater than 0.5% of bulk volume.

The difference in storage characteristics between unconfined and confrned aquifers is extremely
important when considering an aquifer as a water resource. This is because the limiting factor in
exploiting a ground water resource is usually the declining water table, and for every metre of
decline an unconfrned aquifer may yield a hundred times as much water as a confrned aquifer.

5.4 TIME SERIES WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS

An aquifer is a dynamic system and to gain a good understanding of the changes, time series

measurements must be made.

At a minimum, the network of wells should be dipped at their annual high and low levels (usually
late in spring and late autumn). In addition, it is very desirable to frt a few wells with water level
recorders. Continuous recorders determine whether the aquifer responds signifrcantly to single
hydrological events, such as rainstorms, floods or tides, or whether the variation is seasonal only.
This information is useful in establishing the existence of recharge mechanisms and hydraulic
connections between aquifers.

Although aquifers are usually slower to respond to hydrological events than are rivers, the seasonal

and annual response can be marked. This can have an important bearing on the necessary depth
to drill wells and set pumps to provide sufficient drawdown. If a well is drilled when regional
water tables are high, difficulties with pumping may occur in later years of low water levels unless

in setting the pump level, allowance has been made for long term regional fluctuations of piezometric
level in addition to the localised drawdown caused by pumping.

Large scale ground water development may lead to signifrcant long term reduction of piezometric
levels, which may have harmful side effects, e.g., on pump performance or land levels. It is therefore
useful to have baseline levels established from long term records which can later be used to assess

claims of detriment.
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Chapter 6
GROUND WATER MODELLING

'Where 
a ground water resource is likely to be of limited size and fully utilised in the foreseeable

future, management becomes a vital issue. Overcommitment of the resource may not be apparent
until a drought period, when demand rises and recharge falls. The consequences may be rapidly
falling piezometric pressure, drying up of wells and perhaps saline intrusion in coastal ,t"ri. In
the longer term, where the aquifer exists within a sequence of fine sediments, land subsidence may
occur. For management purposes these consequences need to be quantifred in advance, and thus
modelling assumes importance. The great virtue of modelling is that different management options
can be simulated. The difficulty lies in acquiring data which provide a reasonable conceptual model
of the system, putting them into computer compatible form, and then in calibrating the model.

However, models can be employed with different levels of sophistication. 'Whereas 
detailed

management models are very time consuming and expensive to create, much simpler models, which
can be set up relatively easily, are often useful at an earlier stage of the investigation, or for providing
qualitative answers. The same computer coding can be used, but in a simpler way, i.e., fewer nodes
included, data values interpolated or guessed where none are measured, the model used in steady
state rather than unsteady.

The advantages of incorporating a model into the investigation at an early stage are that it forces
a scrutiny of the data as they are collected, encourages data archiving in model compatible form,
and also indicates where data are especially lacking-because the model will be markedly wrong.
Simple simulations will give a general "feel" for how the aquifer system functions.

Apart from regional or sub-regional models, there are analytical models which are used routinely
for aquifer test analyses, well interference studies, pit dewatering, etc.

The model presently (1987) being used by Ministry of Works and Development (M'WD) for
regional studies is the USGS modular model for which software is readily available and which can
be run on any main frame or mini-computer, as well as the IBM personal computer. However,
other models are available in New Zealanà and new developments are occurring continuously, so
no absolute recommendation can be made for one model over another.

Contaminant models also exist, but these must be built on a flow model and are a degree more
complex again. Little contaminant modelling has been done in New Zealand to date.
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Chapter 7

WATER QUALITY

Quality is derermined by the nature of the water at the point of entry, the lithology_through which

it-has passed en route io th. sampling point, the length of time it has been in the aquifer, and

the type of aquifer, i.e., confrned oionconfrn.d, This branch of science is called hydrogpochemistry'

Sampling ;f water for chemical analysis should be done during, and after drilling, for the reasons

ser outin i.t to Z .g. Sampling techniques for ground water differ from techniques used with surface

water but are well described in many texts.

7.1 FITNESS FOR PROPOSED USE

The water must be checked for frtness for the pr
industrial or agricultural. 

'Water quality can v
horizontally, but especially with depth. Confi
oxidation/reduction conditions and hence the disso

to pollution seepage from the land surface, and water quality in such conditions may v^ry markedly

with depth below water table.

Frequäntly an unconfrned aquifer will overlie one or more confined aquifers. The unconfined aquifer

-"y bå .oni"-iort.d with, foi instance, nitrate or bacteria from surface drainage, whgrea¡ the confined

,qúif.r, are not. Conversely, an overlying aquifer may have good quality water while deeper, anoxic

aquifers contain troublesome amounts of iron or manganese, saline water, etc.

Seasonal water quality changes can occur in urconfrned aquifers as water tables rise and fall. A
rising water t"bl. incotþorates additional amounts of drainage from the unsaturated zone and the

.h.riical loadings rise. ðonversely, a falling water table results in reduced chemical loads. In such

a situation water sampling should be done at two monthly or closer intervals for at least ayear.

In a confi.ned aquifer seasonal variations are not so likely.
Because water quality is so variable with depth, careful attention must always be paid to the

point of entry of *rt.i ,o the sampling well. if comparisons between wells are to be made, the

samples must be drawn from comparable positions within the aquifer.

7.2 AS A NATURAL TRACER

The second reason for taking water samples is that the dissolved constituents form a "signature"

for the water and by comparing "signaturesl' from different wells and from possible sources of recharge,

information can be gained on fow paths andlor aquifer structure.
'Water quality ðatã canbe presented in a variety of diagrammatic forms for easier interpretation.

Where ih. numbe, of chemical analyses is not large, bar charts, pie diagrams or Stiff diagrams

are used. Än example of a Stiff diagram is shown (Figure 12). Waters with similar chemical analyses

plot as diagrams of similar shape and are easily noted.

If a largJ numb.r of analyses are to be displayed, several other methods are available, probabþ

the best b"eing the Durov diagram (Figure tl). fhe intersection of lines extended from the sample

points on the triangles to the central square, gives a point that represents the major-ion composition

ãn a percentage b"ris. From this point, lines ãxtending to the two adjacent scaled rectangles provide

for the represlentation of the anaiysis in terms of two further parameters selected from possibilities

such as total dissolved solids, ionic strength, hardness, pH, etc. In this example total dissolved solids

and pH are represented in frgure 13.
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Figure 12: Stiff diamgrams representing water quality. (Courtesy of Auckland Regional Authority)

With this type of diagram, major groupings or trends in chemical characreristics can be determined
from the spread of data, and from this the origins of the water, the degree of mixing of two types
of water, and perhaps the fow paths, can be deduced.

The standard chemical parameters included in a water analysis are: Na*, K*, cr**, Mg**,
Cl - , SO¿ - - and HCO: - . Other parameters may be included, depending on the particular slstem
or problem being assessed. These could be temperature, acidity (pH), total dissolved soliis and
conductivity.

,__wir"t samples are also taken for oxygen and hydrogen isotope analysis, 1i.e., 
l8o, 160, 

".rd'H, "H and 'H). The isotopes of an element har,e slightly different vapour pressures and freezing

5.32t012315
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Figute 13: Chemical analysis represented as milliequivalents per litre on the diagram originated by Durov as described

by Zaporozec.

Doinrs. i.... 18O differs from 166) 
and 

2H diff.r, from lH. These two properties give rise to differences

in ttó 
^ná'Hconcentrations 

in water in various parts of the hydrological cycle. The general name

given to these processes is "isotopic fractionation". the isotopic content ofprecipitation al a particular

ioint "nd 
timå depend g.n.rrlÇ on the location' ithin the continental land mass, and the season,

history of the atmospheric water vaPour'

mperature dependent, thus rain falling in

rain falling on nearby lowland. The content

of these isotopes does not change once water has entered a cold water aquifer, and hence they are

used as ,rrtorrl tracers giving infãrmation about the condensation-precipitation history of the sample,

and therefore of its origin and point of entry to the system'

The Institut. of N.r.f."r Sciences, DSIR, io rtinely ar,rlyset 18O ,a-plet and the information

has proven valuable in maly investigations,

T'he isotope, .rrbonlt+ 114c¡ and äi,iu- 13H¡ are unstable. with 14C the known :rrte oÍ ðecay

from a stanâard .t-orph.ìi. cåncentratio.r p.t oitt the "age" of the water to be determined, up

to a limit of about +O,OOO years. This is the well known process of carbon dating'

Low levels of 3H o..o, naturally in ground w
arge amounts begi
ound water to be

n varied with the

instances where the variation in time has been rec

water samples has been collected, it has been p

in the two records, and so date that water quite

been done by extracting water from soil sampl

estimate rates of vertical recharge.

7.3 FOR BASELINE ESTABLISHMENT
The third rcason for water sampling is to establish baseline water qualìty leveìs throughout an aquifer'

The intensifred land use which ìruãlly follo*s ground water development may lead to a deterioration

of water quality, so key parameters ihould be monitored. In unconfined aquifers, these Parameters

would incl,rd.-NO¡-'Ñ, SO+--, rotal coli orm and faecal coliform. In confrned aquifers,

Ñò, - N Fe2 
+ , tudied. If a particular industrial land use which may

discharge effl.uent is planned, the baseline must be established for the

constit;tents of t f contamination can be assessed'
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Chapter 8

DATA STORAGE, RETRIEVAL AND DISPLAY

In a large scale investigation, it is necessary to have a systematic data storage and retrieval system.
Such systems are usually computer based, but card flles can cope with reas."onable volumes åf d"t,
(i.e., a thousand or two).

eries of periodic soundings, can be archived using
Hydrology Centre. Micro-TIDEDA is available

shows an example of the output.
arged by the river and is confrned in the lower
I of the river in the recharge zone. Trace 'B' is

the ground water level in the unconfrned inflow zone of the aquifer. The uncãnfined ground water
levels clearly refect the fows from the river. Trace'A'is the gioorrd water pressure irithe confrned
part of the aquifer.

For well logs and data on structural details, ownership, location, water production, etc, New
Zealand Geological Survey has produced a water well datå form (Figures 1íand 16). \MELARC,
a computer based development and extension of the data form, hm b..tr produced ty th. MWD
Hydrology Centre and runs on computers which are in use with many catchment authoriiies. Retrieval
can be made on the basis of any one of 25 items of site data, inciuding searching for wells with

RIVER ú G/þl LEVELS (mm) HUTT VRLLET, NZ

8øø8ø1 1. dev/mm 8øLø 8ø12
Figure 14: River and ground water levels in the Hutt Valley for the last frve months of 1980
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a particular characteristic within a polygonal area s

This is useful, for instance, when answering en

of success, A program for archiving water qualit

and catchment authority computers and is expect

available for preparing contou maps from piezometric data'
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Chapter 9

SUMMARY OF GROUND \X/ATER SYSTEM
COMPONENTS AND INVESTIGATION METHODS

-When 
starting a ground water resource investigation there will usually be a variety of existing

information to be drawn together from various sources and assessed. This should be the frrst priority
and from this a plan of future investigation can be prepared. It is not, however, possible to define
a strict order in which work should be done because the investigator is partly dependent on sources
of information over which she/he has no control. For instance, on-going drilling for private purposes
yields considerable data which must be assessed and added to the archive as it comes to hand.
Opportunities must also be taken as they occur to do particular tasks which may be climate dependent,
i.e., low fl.ow stream gaugings to estimate inflow/outfow to aquifers. For parameters requiring
long records, collection should be started as early as possible.

Depsite the above comments the list below is suggested as a broad guide to a desirable sequence
of investigation stages.

1 Aquifer structure.
2 Recharge and discharge components.
3 Aquifer dynamic behaviour.
4 Water quality characteristics.

Where an investigation covers only part of an aquifer system, assessment of the magnitude of
the resource is not possible because recharge and discharge may largely occur beyond the limits
of the study area. However, knowledge of aquifer structure, dynamic behaviour and water quality
at the reduced scale remains essential, and modelling can still be done provided that suitable model
boundaries can be defined.
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Chapter 10

LISTING OF GROUND WATER SYSTEM
COMPONENTS AND INVESTIGATION METHODS

SYSTEM COMPONENT INVESTIGATION METHOD
(REFERENCE)

10.1 SYSTEM BOUNDARIES
10. 1 . 1 Hori zorrtal boundaries (a) Study existing geological reports.

(b) Examine existing borelogs.
(c) Arrange to collect new logs from commerical

drillers.
(d) Examine aerial photographs.
(e) Commission aerial geophysics surveys.

(q Conduct surface geophysical traverses (White,
1e8s).

(g) Initiate investigation drilling and logging.
(h) Organise piezometric surveys.

(Ð Take water samples and analyse (Gibb et al.

1e81).

(a) Examine existing borelogs.

(b) Conduct surface geophysical soundings

(White, 1985).

(c) Initiate stratigraphic deep drilling and logging.
(d) Make piezometric measurements during

drilling.
(e) Sample water during drilling at various depths

(Gibb et al. 1981).

(0 Do downhole geophysical surveys (Keys and

McCary, 1977).

(g) Run bailer to pump tests on each water bearing

layer (Kruseman and De Ridder, 1976).

10.2 SYSTEM INFLOWS
10.2.1 Frorn rainfall

10.1.2 Vertical boundaries

Analyse water table response to rainfall.

Estimate recharge depth using rainfall,
evaporation and soil data in a soil moisture

model (Scott and Thorpe, 1986).

Defrne recharge areas from stratigraphic and

piezometric information.

Gauge flows in rapid sequence down a reach

under low steady flows.
Take piezometric levels and map riparian

contours in conjunction with (a).

(r)
(b)

(.)
¡¡

(')

(b)

10.2.2 Frorn rivers
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Figure 15: New Zealanà water well data form (obverse).
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Figure 16: New Zealand water well data form (reverse).
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1

I

I

WeIIhead elevation: 9.502 metres a.msI
Elevation accuracy: KNOWN RL AT GROUND : lrlELL RIM

l'JeIl construction: DRIVEN PIPE-SCREENED

Drawdown for above discharge: 1.5 metres
Specify capacity (calculated) : 269.231 titres/min/metre drawdown
Pump type: SURFACE PUMP

Well is primarily screened fron 29.53 to 35.65 metres below ground
Static water levels range from 2.5 to 14.8 metres below ground
Data stored by: CHRISTCHURCH SCIENCE CENTRE

Extra data available: WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

PUMP TEST DATA

SITE DATA

Map ref: 542:9311
Local welI number: 2870
l,/ell. name: KAIKOURA #3
Well depth: 55.67 metres

Remarks stored are:
Transmissivity (nxx2/day)
Permit number

Well location
Driller
Water level/date
l{later level/date
Water level/Date
Owne r
General remarks
General remarks
Legal description
Screen type
Screen slot size (mm)

General remarks

(stored as 56950007110O0) Water Use

Water Board: MARLBOROUGH C.B.
l¡later right number:
Diameter :250 nn

250 (EST. )
65 /934
M.BURTONTS FARi4; '150 m from SH1 near creek
WAIMEA DRILLING CO

3.87 /190811
14.8/800204
2.3/8OO114

DOMESTIC BORE FOR M.K. BURTON

DRILLED BY MRWB AS TEST BORE

RIGHT OF USE TRANSFERRED 790'I01 TO M.B.
PT SEC 845

JOHNSON STAINLESS

2 mm SLOTTED

WELL REDEVELOPED 8205-1 6

,I: 
DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY

TIDEDA site number:
Ground elevation: 9.4'l nletres a.msl
DriII date: 780923
Test discharge: 35O 1 /nín
Duration of pumping: '1.5 hours

Aquifertype: NON FLOWING ARTESIAN IN SAND

ISOTOPE ANALYSES

Figure 17: Sample Site Data Output from WELARC

very soft' sand' dark SILT
nore clayey/claybound, becoming hard, gravelly, SANDS

more sandy, with shells/marine fossils, banded, SILT
hard, unweathered, mottled, blue, CLAY

poorly permeable, weathered, grey, GRANULES (2-4nn)
clean, sorted, more permeable, mixed blue, GRAVELS

Static W.L. = 3.69 metres above mean sea level
Pump Rate = 55 lÍtres/minute
Drawdown = 0.4 metres
fine rounded' light' sandy, GRAVELS//SANDS

partially sorted, blue, to green, dry, hard, clayey/claybound, GRANULES Q- nn)
impermeabÌe, ROCK-BASEMENT

Well Log Output (decoded) from WEL,{,RC

I
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Figure 19: An example of graphical output of borelogs flom WELARC (Courtesy of the Hawke's Bay Regional

Water Board).
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10.3 SYSTEM

10.3.1 Urban use

OUTFLO\X/S

L0.3.2Industrial use

10.3.3 Irrigation use

10.3.4 Springs and perennial fows

10.3.5 Evaporation and evapotranspiration

10.3.6 Submarine losses

10.4 AQUIFER DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

10.4.7 Transmissivity and storativity

(c) Estimate underflow using single point dilution
method in river bed or salt water tracing tests

(Halevy et aL. L966).

Analyse municipal records.

Survey private wells.
Analyse population and water use data.

Assess water board rights.
Collect industrial water use records.

Obtain number and type of irrigators.
Assess area irrigated.
Obtain present weekly irrigation volume by
survey, diary or meter reading.
Obtain past irrigation volumes from power
consumption records where possible.

Gauge springs.
Check for free fowing or leaky wells.
Gauge flows in rapid sequence down a reach

under low steady fl.ows.

Compute as open water evaporation.
Estimate evapotranspiration from diurnal
fluctuation of water table (Freeze and Cherry
7979) or derive from pan evaporation.

Locate springs by thermal or salinity anomalies.

Compute fows from aquifer cross section,

hydraulic conductivity and gradients.

Conduct step drawdown tests (Clark, 7977).

Conduct pumping tests using observation wells
(Kruseman and De Ridder, 7976).
Estimate storativity (specific yreld) from anaþsis

of particle sizes and porosity (Todd, 1959).

Determine T/S from aquifer response to flood
waves or tides (Todd, 7959).

Deduce from piezometric maps.
Do tracer tests.

Anaìyse water qrrality trends.

Compute with Darcy equation from measured

hydraulic gradient and conductivity.
(b) Do tracer tests.

(c) Use borehole dilution technique (Halevy et al.

7e66).
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ChaPter tl
SPECIALIST SERVICES

There are several agencies in New Zealandwhich can provide specialised assistance with particular

components of a ground water investigation, e'g',

D

ity surveys

Geological Survey - hydrogeologY

Institute of Nuclear Sciences-isotope studies

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries

AgriéulturiEngineering Insritute-rainfall recharge studies

Ministry of Works and DeveloPment

Hydrology Centre-modelling, geophysical studies, aquifer testing, water quality studies, ground

water microbiology, rainfall recharge

Universities
Auckland - Geothermal Institute - geophysical studies

canterbury-civil Engineering-modelling and anaþtical studies

There are also several consulting companies which will engage in general investigation'
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Chapter 12

GLOSSARY

Anoxic: Anoxic aquifers are those in which the water contains no dissolved oxygen. They are confined
aquifers (see below).

Aquiclude: A saturated formation which yields insigniÊcant quantities of water to drains, springs
or wells. It also prevents fow between adjacent aquifers.

Aquifer: A geological formation which yields large enough quantities of water to wells and springs
to have economic value as a source of water in a particular region.

Aquitard: A formation of semi-pervious rocks that stores and transmits enough water to be
hydrologically significant, but not enough to supply individual wells. It retards bur does nor
prevent flow of water to or from an adjacent aquifer.

Coliform bacteria: The coliforms ( : total coliforms) are a heterogeneous group of rod shaped bacteria
ustrally from the intestines of humans and other animals. Some species can occur in soils or on
vegetation but they are generally regarded as indicative of faecal pollution.

Confrned aquifer: A saturated permeable formation which is overlain by an essentially impermeable
stratum such that the upper surface of the aquifer contains weter at greater than atmospheric
pressure.

Drawdown: When a well is pumped the piezometric head at the well is reduced, i.e., the head
is "drawn down" by the act of pumping. The well is then the centre of a cone of drawdown.

Evapotranspiration: The loss of water as vapour to the atmosphere from water and land surfaces
by evaporation and by plant transpiration.

Faecal coliform bacteria: Faecal coliforms are a subset of the coliform group. Although some members
are found elsewhere, there is a higher probability that faecal coliforms will indeed be of faecal origin.

Geophysical investigation: The study of the variations of the physical parameters of the crusi of
the earth, with the objective of gaining information about sub-surface structure for economic
or scientifrc purposes. A wide variety of techniques are available, measuring density, magnetic
characteristics, electrical resistivity, temperature gradients, seismic transmission, etc.

Hydraulic conductivity: A unit describing quantitatively the ability of a porous material to transmit
water under pressure. See also figure 11 and the defrnition of transmissivity.

Hydrogeochemistry: The branch of chemistry which deals with the chemical composition of natural
ground waters, its changes and the causes of such changes, as related to the geological framework.

Hydrogeology: The science of ground water, with particular emphasis on the relation to the geological
environment and related aspects of surface water.

Lithology: A term applied to sediments, referring to their general characteristics, i.e., mineral
cornposition, grain size, structure, etc.

Piezometric surface: A surface which represents the static water level. It is defrned by the levels
to which water will rise in tightly cased wells. Different aquifers in a vertical sequence may have
different piezometric surfaces. The water table is a particular piezometric ,.rrfr...

Porosity: Rocks or soil contain interstices or voids. Porosity is defined as the ratio of the volume
of voids to the total volume of the material, expressed as a percentage.

Recharge: The volume of water entering an aquifer system. This may be directly from rainfall,
lakes, rivers, the sea, or by upfow of geothermal water. Recharge varies from year to year and
may be supplemented artifrcially or may increase as the ground water is depleted.

Specific yield: Specifrc yield is that percentege volume of rock from which water will drain under
gravity. Some water remains trapped or held within the formation. Also known as drainable
porosity.

Storativity: The volume of water an aquifer releases from or takes into storage per unit surface
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area per unit change of static water level. For an unconfined aquifer this is also called the specifrc

yield.
Trãnsmissivity: The rate at which water is transmitted through a unit width of an aquifer under

a unit hydiaulic gradient. It is the product of the aqu.Sr thickness and the hydraulic conductivity.

Unconfini aquifer:-An aquifer overlain by permeable material and having a water table and unsaturated

zone.
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